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Abstract

In this research manuscript, the author has detailed a Scheme of ‘Preventing Cancerous Growth’

Theory

One should understand that Cancerous Growth is because of uncontrolled division of cells wherein the cells also are not like the desirable one’s, the native needs. Therefore, one can arrest any such cancerous growths using the following scheme. For the Mitosis case, which is dealt here, one should note the DNA (Recursion Schemes of DNA) of the chromosome of the native of concern and the duplication procedure using which the new chromosome is formed. One should find the ‘Pi’ Value and/ or it’s equivalent Higher Order Value of this mother chromosome that gets duplicated.

One can note that since the Recursion Scheme is the only aspect that governs the behavior of any aspect, we first slate any aspect’s Recursion Scheme and then find it’s ‘Pi’ Value Or It’s Higher Order Equivalent Value. Since for us the Recursion Scheme is a series of three real integers {or more in some Advanced Cases}, wherein, these three numbers of any Recursion Scheme actually are the crossing elements themselves and the Prime Cross Product (see author’s upcoming TRL on ‘Prime Cross Product’) of these crossing elements, these three elements are actually orthogonal to each other. Therefore, the specific Prime Cross Product Representative of the given Recursion Scheme orders a manifold that is a perfect Hyper Sphere in some specific Order Of Dimension. We now find the ‘Pi’ Value Or It’s Higher Order Equivalent Value of this aforementioned Hyper Sphere {see author’s Universal Comparator}. This is so because, for any set, there always exists a Universe in Parallel on the Higher Up side and all Universes are Hyper Spheres in the limit of this Higher Order tending to a very large number.

One should note that all Universes In Parallel are allowed at Integral Orders Of ‘Pi’ an/ or it’s equivalents considered at higher orders, (that are representative of the realistic and prevalent happenings in real world). Therefore, for a cell with a certain Precision for ‘Pi’ value or it’s higher order equivalent value, any
Universe In Parallel that has lower precision than this value (accordingly pro-rated if necessary, for this ‘Universe In Parallel, we need to find the corresponding Universe In Parallel Recursion Scheme of the aforementioned Precision which will help us compute the precision corresponding to the one of the father Universe for ‘Pi’ value or it’s higher order equivalent value) is not a desired cell representative of the native cell of concern. Once, we slate the precision values of ‘Pi’ (or it’s equivalents considered at the appropriate orders of native existence), we can categorically design DNA that kills cells with less than the desired precision value of ‘Pi’ (or it’s equivalents considered at the appropriate orders of native existence). In this fashion one can erase all cancerous cells from killing the native host. One can also make a catalog of all types of cells ‘Precision values’ of ‘Pi’ value or it’s higher order equivalent value. Furthermore, a very very very important aspect to consider is we should not use gene therapy yet for implementing our correction, as a cell comprises of many cell organelles whose ‘Precision values’ of ‘Pi’ value or it’s higher order equivalent value can have intersection with that of the cancerous cell that we wish to eliminate. Therefore, before we wish to implement our cancer elimination by gene therapy, we need to also catalog the ‘Precision values’ of ‘Pi’ value or it’s higher order equivalent value of all components of a Cell and make sure that we do not eliminate some useful components of our good native cells in the inertia of killing cancerous cells.

Conclusion

Note

One should Note that a lot of advancement along these lines of Technology is required regarding all the Human Cell Types and their Components Holistically before we can implement this Technological Scheme.

Moral

An Immaculate Heart Is The Fountain Of Elixir Of Life.
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